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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

Experts have no doubt that podcasts will continue to prevail in 2023, albeit alongside a few caveats.

According to media resource Muck Rack's The State of Podcasting 2022 survey, 64 percent of talent believe the
medium will be more popular in the next two years. As the audio-based medium grows exponentially with every
passing year, a look back at Muck Rack's The State of Podcasting 2022 survey illuminates insights necessary to
navigate the landscape this year.

For the report, Muck Rack surveyed 591 professional podcasters from Sep. 15 to Oct. 5, 2022. The average podcaster
surveyed covers 3 industries.

Broadcasting live
Interestingly, 55 percent of podcasters believe the space is oversaturated with too many podcast options.

Their sentiments are, in part, substantiated by growth figures exploding from the sector, as it seems that more
podcasters are producing greater amounts of content, spreading themselves across an increasing number of
responsibilities and platforms.
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Muck Rack's survey shows that 53 percent of podcasters work on two or more titles at a time.

Promotion and marketing 45 percent as well as hosting 43 percent and booking guests 39 percent are the three most
common roles for today's talent, according to Muck Rack.

As popularity spreads, so do paywalls, per Muckrack's results, as 35 percent more podcasters report offering
premium content. More podcasters are also using paid subscriptions these models saw a 12 percent uptick in use in
2022, per Muck Rack's survey results.
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Nearly 70 percent are also capturing video content of their recording sessions, upping the number of opportunities
available for monetization.

The average podcast episode is between 20-40 minutes long, providing lots of supplementary time and ad break
potential.

The corporatization of the space is also reflected in the rate of increase for representatives doing double duty and
working for media companies, up 16 percent compared to 2021.

Marketing the medium
Luxury marketers' greatest report takeaways are arguably to be found among its data-informed pitching advisories.

As it turns out, 81 percent of podcasts feature guests sometimes or often and 86 percent of podcasters receive
pitches for people to be on their show.

Almost two of every five podcasters are prioritizing guests who pay to appear on their program.

Lastly, 45 percent of all podcasts have 10,00 or fewer listeners, per Muck Rack's survey results.
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While many brands continue to see success in the space (see story), The identification of priorities (see story) a
brand awareness play may be advantaged by a sponsored ad slot on a show with greater listenership, versus a
campaign seeking multicultural consumers, which may guide marketers towards more niche audiences via shows
with matching listener demographics is crucial today, with this statistic in mind.

"Podcasts continue to serve as a core component to any earned media strategy, particularly for reaching niche
audiences," said Mr. Galant, in a statement.

"Our survey showcases that while podcasters feel podcasts will be even more popular in the future, there is a
consensus that there are too many of them," he said. "Over the next few years, we'll be watching closely to see how
the medium matures, and how podcast publishers consider monetization as the space becomes more and more
crowded."
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